Results: Patients had a significant reduction in GMV in left fusiform gyrus (Hedge's g = 1.98, T= 6.7), and increased GMV in the right precuneus (Hedge's g = 1.63, T= 5.5) and lingual cortex (Hedge's g = 1.19, T= 4.0). We did not find any other areas of significant GMV change. Of these 3 circumscribed GMV changes, reduced fusiform GMV was found among FEP patients with lower processing speed (ß=0.45, p=0.04), higher severity of delusions (ß=-0.43, p=0.049) and unusual thought content (ß=-0.59, p=0.01). Increased precuneus GMV was found among FEP patients with higher severity of delusions (ß=0.62, p=0.008) and unusual thought content (ß=0.50, p=0.03). Right lingual changes were not related to the severity of delusions or processing speed scores. Discussion: Our findings suggest that (1) GMV deficits are minimal in drugnaïve FEP subjects, with large effect-size changes concentrated around face processing (fusiform) region (2) GMV increases co-occur with GMV reduction especially in those with most severe delusions and cognitive deficits indicating a role for compensatory plasticity. Subtle early brain structural changes appear to predict symptom burden and cognitive deficits at the time of first clinical presentation with psychosis. Focusing on treatments that manipulate the structure of fusiform cortex could potentially reduce the severity of some of the early symptoms in FEP. 
T166. SPATIAL INCOHERENCE OF LARGE-SCALE CORTICAL NETWORKS RELATES TO FORMAL

Background:
The thickness of cerebral cortex varies across individuals as well as across different regions within an individual. Shared trophic or plastic influences such as repeated task-related recruitment of extant brain regions results in morphological covariance within large-scale brain networks. Pathological processes disrupting functional co-activation can result in higher than expected degree of variability within large-scale networks in an individual level, resulting in spatial incoherence. We studied spatial incoherence of cortical thickness in 17 cortical networks identified on the basis of well-known patterns of intrinsic connectivity, to identify the spatially incoherent networks and relate them to differences in severity of thought disorder among patients with schizophrenia. Methods: Ultra-high field 7T anatomical MRI scans (MPRAGE) were obtained from 20 subjects in a clinically stable, medicated early stage of schizophrenia, and 19 sex, parental socioeconomic-status and age matched healthy controls. Cortical thickness was estimated using Freesurfer v5.0, across 17 networks based on the parcellation scheme of Yeo et al. We computed within-network coefficient of variation in thickness (CVT) across vertices that constitute each network. Higher CVT of a network in a subject indicates higher spatial incoherence within the network for that individual. Independent 2-tailed t-tests were used to compare CVT of 17 networks between the 2 groups with FDR-corrected p=0.05 considered as statistically significant. We related CVT of affected networks to the scores of positive and negative Formal Thought Disorder measured using Thought and Language Index in patients. Results: Salience Network (aka Ventral Attention Network as per Yeo atlas), Default Mode Network and Central Executive Network (aka dorsal Attention Network in Yeo atlas) showed most significant reduction in MRI-derived cortical thickness (networks #8, #12, #15 as well as #16 of Yeo atlas). Only the Salience and Executive Networks (network #8 and #12) showed higher coefficient of variation in patients compared to controls, indicating either a failure of coordinated maturation or co-ordinated function. Higher spatial incoherence of Salience Network related to reduced mean thickness of Central Executive Network in patients with schizophrenia; this relationship was not seen in healthy controls (Fisher's z test, p=0.02). Both higher coefficient of variation in Salience Network and lower mean thickness in Central Executive Network predicted the severity of positive but not negative thought disorder scores. 
University of Nottingham
Background: The structural integrity of the anterior cingulum has been repeatedly observed to be abnormal in patients with schizophrenia. Reduced glutathione levels, indicating oxidative stress, is associated with reduced structural integrity of cingulum bundle in patients with schizophrenia.
Variations in neuregulin-1, a well-established candidate marker for schizophrenia, results in oligodendrocyte dysfunction and defective myelination, and is shown to affect the structural integrity of the anterior cingulum in patients with schizophrenia. While the evidence to date has been obtained using diffusion tensor imaging, abnormal tract-specific changes in myelin content can be more directly inferred by combining multiple modalities of WM imaging such as diffusion tensor (DTI) and magnetization transfer imaging (MTI) in parallel. Methods: We used ultra-high resolution (7 Tesla) MTI in 17 patients with schizophrenia and 20 controls, to evaluate the macromolecular (predominantly myelin) content of the brain. Immediately after the 7T scanning, we also obtained a 3T diffusion tensor image (DTI) and undertook probabilistic tractography using FSL software (AutoPtx, ProbTrackX) to delineate anterior cingulum bilaterally. 
Auburn University
Background: Diminished cognitive insight is exhibited by substantial proportion of patients suffering from schizophrenia and is an important determinant of poor treatment adherence. While the clinical correlates of cognitive insight are well examined the neural correlates of cognitive insight is less explored. We examined relation between cortical thickness and cognitive insight in schizophrenia patients. Methods: We examined 37 schizophrenia patients in comparison with 19 healthy volunteers. We measured cortical thickness using a high resolution anatomical magnetic resonance image and cognitive insight using Beck's Cognitive Insight Scale (BCIS). We measured the difference between schizophrenia patients and healthy volunteers using Analysis of covariance and relation between cortical thickness and BCIS scores in schizophrenia patients using stepwise regression analysis. Results: Patients had significantly thinner cortices than healthy volunteers in orbitofrontal cortex, superior temporal gyrus, occipital cortex, dorsomedial prefrontal cortex and posterior cingulate cortex. Significant positive correlations were found between self-reflection and cortical thickness in posterior cingulate cortex, dorso-medial frontal gyrus, occipital lobe. Significant negative correlations were observed between self-certainty scores and bilateral Posterior cingulate and orbitofrontal cortex. Discussion: We found significant differences in cortical thickness between SCZ and HV in brain regions implicated in cognitive insight. Our findings also suggest higher self-certainty to be associated with thinner cortices in bilateral PCC and OFC. Significant relations between cortical thickness and cortical midline structures supports the critical role of these self-evaluative brain regions in cognitive insight in schizophrenia. Background: Superior Longitudinal Fasciculus (SLF) differences are consistently reported in psychotic disorders. The SLF is a complex large bundle of association white matter fibers that bidirectionally connect caudal, temporal cortex and inferior parietal cortex to locations in the frontal lobe. Advances in tractography methodologies detail four discrete subdivisions (SLF I, II, III and IV, more often referred to as the arcuate fasciculus (AF)). Greater specificity of the SLF subdivisions and associated cognitive networks may clarify the mechanisms of divergent tract developmental and functional aspects associated with psychotic experience symptomology in population based samples of adolescents within the extended psychosis continuum Methods: A case-control sample of 25 adolescents reporting psychotic experiences versus 25 controls (mean age 13.7 years). We employed High Angular Resolution Diffusion Imaging (HARDI) based data with constrained spherical deconvolution (CSD) based fibre tractography to delineate the discrete subdivisions of the SLF including the arcuate fasciculous. Following tract identification, standard diffusion metrics, (fractional anisotrophy (FA), and Diffusivity measures MD, AD and RD), were assessed. A secondary supportive "along-tract" analysis to ascertain more subtle patterns of variation of tract integrity over the tract length was applied. White matter nodal analysis exploring the structural connectivity was applied to investigate additional functional networks recruited by and interconnected via the SFL. We investigate the ability of tractography of the SLF subdivisions and nodal analysis to identify possible differences between adolescents experiencing subclinical psychotic like experiences and those who don't. Results: Our results agree with recent studies of the SLF I and AF (Fernandes-Miranda et al 2015) revealing a pattern of asymmetry of these tracts with more extensive tract bundles being consistently identified in the left hemisphere compared to the right. Along-tract analysis revealed subtle patterns of change in discrete subdivisions of the SLF while nodal analysis shows promise in its ability to define precise organisational networks Discussion: Delineating the SLF subdivisions may clarify potential developmental trajectories between frontal and parieto-temporal speech-related areas contributing to the pathogenesis of psychotic like experiences. These results reveal the presence of aberrant structural connectivity in young adolescents with psychotic experiences.
